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Overview

In an era of rapid technological advancements and evolving
economic and financial landscapes, the banking industry
faces numerous challenges in upholding soundness and
security.

"Facing Up the Hurdles to Uphold Sound and Safe Banking",
IIAP's 1st industry-focused conference for internal auditors in
the banking industry, is a timely event that aims to bring
together the supervisory authority/ regulator, thought
leaders, and internal audit professionals to explore, discuss,
and share expectations and leading practices that can help
overcome these challenges from the lens of internal audit.

FACING UP THE HURDLES TO UPHOLD 
SOUND AND SAFE BANKING

in collaboration with



08:00AM Opening Ceremonies

08:30AM PS1/Keynote: How shall Internal Audit Sustain Relevance as Banks Face More
Complex Risks Today?
In an ever-changing financial landscape, banks are confronted with increasingly intricate risks that demand
strong and ethical governance, proactive risk management, effective internal controls, and value adding,
reliable and effective internal audit. The call for the internal audit function to step up and implement a robust
and agile approach becomes paramount.

Target insights from this session: the significant and evolving role of internal audit in the face of mounting
complexities within the banking industry and what else must internal auditors do to remain relevant and
elevate the impact and value provided to key stakeholders in this dynamic environment.

09:30AM Networking Morning Break

09:45AM PS2: Latest Key BSP Issuances and Regulatory Focus and Priorities
Recognized as the Philippine’s central monetary authority, Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas (BSP) is mandated to
promote an economic environment conducive to a balanced and sustainable growth.

In this Session, various expectations based on the latest BSP regulatory issuances and key focus and
priorities affecting the banking industry shall be highlighted. Also, insights on how internal auditors can
effectively fulfill the duties expected by the regulators like BSP to promote sound and safe banking and
financial stability in the country will be tackled.

10:45AM PS3: Expectations to Fortify the 3rd Line Role in the Banks' Fight against
Financial Crimes
Financial crimes such as money laundering, terrorist financing, proliferation financing, corruption, and frauds
pose significant threats to the stability and integrity of both local and global financial system. In this session,
the crucial need to strengthen the 3rd line function in order to combat effectively the key financial crime
threats facing the banks will be highlighted.

Target insights from this session: (a) what are the weaknesses exploited by these lawless elements, (b) how IA
can take active part in the strengthening and proactive monitoring of operational areas that are susceptible
to financial crimes, timely detection, and swift response to these incidents, and (c) how IA can further provide
more value and help enhance and elevate the bank’s ability to safeguard its own interests, its customers, and
the banking ecosystem.

12:00NN Lunch Break

AGENDA

*Program & Topics are subject to change



01:00PM PS4: Harnessing the Power of Tools to Navigate the Evolving Expectations from
IA
In today’s rapidly evolving economic, regulatory, and financial landscape coupled with an era of technological
advancement, disruptive business model, and innovations, the banking industry is driven to be ahead in its
risk-sensing capabilities. As such, banks rely on effective governance and risk management, a robust internal
control and, efficient processes to safeguard and protect the business and interests of its customers. And
internal audit play a crucial role in ensuring the effectiveness and efficiency in the bank’s operations. With the
right technology and optimizing its use, internal auditors can elevate their overall contribution to the bank’s
successes.

Let us gain insights from this Session on what and how the emerging tools can help harness capabilities in
detection and protection from fraud, financial crimes, and cybersecurity risks and enhance sustainability
reporting, automated controls testing, and continuous monitoring.

02:15PM PS5: Audit of Sustainable Finance
TBA

03:15PM Networking Afternoon Break

03:30PM PS6: Auditing Insider Threat
Insider Threat is the risk to organizations from employees, former employees, contractors, or trusted third
parties with knowledge about the organization or access to computer systems. The threat includes fraud, theft
of confidential information, or sabotage. This could be either intentional or accidental.

This session will cover an approach for auditing the insider threat capabilities and some leading practices that
may be applied.

04:30PM PS7: Audit Focus Areas Highlighted by the Recent US and Other Bank Events
Early this year, the US banking sector was reported to be experiencing “crisis”, with three (3) banks collapsing
one after the other since March, leading to raised concerns about the integrity and transparency of the
financial institutions. These bank failures had ripple effects not only to other banks within the US, but also to
those across the globe.

In this session, insights on the root cause and pitfalls that led to the downfall of these banks, that can be
drawn from publicly available sources will be discussed. The Key Audit Focus areas that can be inferred will be
highlighted to prompt a revisit of the adequacy and propriety of the audit objectives, scope, focus, and
approach to ensure that the 3rd line role of banks remains relevant and effective last line of defense.

05:30PM Closing Ceremonies

*Program & Topics are subject to change
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REGISTRATION FEE PHP 4,000.00 PHP 6,000.00

REGISTRATION

Get started by going to the link below

https://bit.ly/IIAPBankIAConf

Registration Fee inclusions:
IN-PERSON: Attendance for the whole day event, 9 CPE credit for IIA Certifications , Meal (AM Snacks, PM
snacks, and Lunch), and Certificate of Attendance

Pay through our hassle-free payment methods:

Credit card via Global Payments - https://bit.ly/IIAP-EventsPayment
Direct deposit via:

Bank name: Bank of the Philippine Islands
Bank branch name: GF Comfoods Buildings, Sen. Gil Puyat Ave.,
Makati City, Philippines
Swift code: BOPIPHMM356
Account name: INSTITUTE OF INTERNAL AUDITORS PHILIPPINES INC.
Account number: 3564-0058-26
Purpose: IIAP Banks Internal Audit Conference 2023

*After payment, email a screenshot/confirmation as proof to membership@iia-p.org

Cancel lat ions  received less  than 7days pr ior  to  the event  wi l l  be charged a cancel lat ion fee ,  which is  50% of
the regist rat ion fee .
Subst i tut ions  are  a l lowed wi th in  the same event  wi thout  incurr ing a cancel lat ion fee .
No-show regist rants  wi l l  be charged 50% of  the regist rat ion fee .

C A N C E L L A T I O N  P O L I C Y

CALL TO ACTION

IIA MEMBER NON-MEMBER

https://bit.ly/ACIIARC2023
https://bit.ly/IIAP-EventsPayment

